
EasyTrack FS V3

5The system has
easy-to-assemble
components.

Optional protective carrying bags
makes the system easy to transport.

Suggested weight 45-100 lbs (20-45 kg) 100-200 lbs (45-90 kg) 200-600 lbs (90-272 kg)

Suggested height 4’-5’11” (120-180 cm) 5’-5’11” (152-180 cm) 6’ + (181 cm +)

Hammock THA-S THA-M THA-L

Hammock 6 THA6-S THA6-M THA6-L

Quick-fit TIR-S TIR-M TIR-L

Hygienic THY-S THY-M THY-L

EasyTrack FS system # 9720010 Includes :
Extendable rail with trolley, 2 telescoping posts,
2 foot plates. 

HAMMOCK SLING
For most transfers. 
Head-rest incorporated.
Suitable for most individuals.
Excellent for bathing.

QUICK-FIT SLING
For general transfers. 
Perfectly suited for stocky 
or obese patients with 
strong hips or large thighs.

HYGIENIC SLING
Ideal for transferring to the
toilet. It also permits an easy
way to change, dress or
undress the individual.

Bag Kit # 002.17010 Includes :
2 Post Bags: # 002.17000
1 Base Bag: # 002.17100
1 Rail Bag: # 002.17250

Bags also available individually 

SMALL MEDIUM LARGE

A true portable lift and

transfer system for the

home that's easy to

transport and quick 

to assemble.

Because Health Matters

AVAILABLE SLINGS EasyTrack FS
Featuring the V3
portable lift

Because Health Matters
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BHM Medical Inc. Reserves the right to 
change or discontinue any specifications,
design, features, model or accessories 
shown without notice.



The next step in
readying your partner
for transfer is to posi-
tion the sling around
him and secure the
sling straps to the lift*.

The Easytrack FS is a free-
standing, versatile solution 
for all types of point-to-point
transfers - wheelchair to bed,
bed to chair, even in the bath-
room, anywhere there is a lift
and transfer need.

The Easytrack FS has a safe
working load of 440 pounds,
or 200 kilograms. That's
exceptional for a portable
product making it suitable 
for use in most any home.

This equipment was designed
to allow those with a mobility
impairment to continue to live
at home and enjoy many of
your normal activities. 

BHM Medical… t matters

The light weight alu-
minium bases feature
adjustable levellers to
ensure that the unit
remains perfectly 
stable and secure 
when assembled.

The posts have been
designed to be self-
aligning. Components
only fit together one
way to prevent any
assembly errors and
ensure the safety of
the system.

The rail can be extended
up to a width of 
115 inches (3 meters).
That is more than
enough to span a king
size bed. 
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To insert the top rail,
the locking clamps on
both posts are opened
- pushing down on the
security catch unlocks
and opens the clamp
and securely fasten the
top rail in place. 

A BHM portable, 
battery-powered
rechargeable lift* is 
used to gently lift 
and assist you in 
the safe and secure
transfer of your 
loved one. 
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* Lift shown is sold separately and not included with Easytrack FS kit.
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The telescoping posts
include height indica-
tors that allow you to
adjust both posts for a
perfectly level top rail.
A special one-way lock-
ing mechanism ensures
that the post cannot
retract on its own.
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The system can be
adjusted to a height 
of 94.5 inches 
(2.4 meters). That is 
just short of the 8 foot
ceiling found in most
homes.

Easy


